THE SECRET DISCOVERY OF THE OCTOPUS
CHAPTER 1: ANIMALS DISAPPEAR

It came from the sea; calmly at first. An enormous, slithering tentacle slowly oozing its way over
the top of the sea wall, exploring the metal and concrete shapes with suckers on the tentacles
the size of your front door.
The humans have not noticed it yet though. It was a secret lurking in the ocean, eating animals.
The small cats, dogs, birds and insects were gone at first. The giraffe, elephants, lions and tigers
went next. Then, as more and more people came, and shrieks and cries of alarm filled the air,
the creature became angry. In an almighty tangle of limbs and water and buildings and people,
the beast came violently, exploding out of the frothing water.
The normally sturdy metal supports of the buildings groaned under the extreme weight of the
gigantic tentacles crushing them. Panic. Complete panic set in. But where had the creature
come from? What did it want? How could anybody stop it? There wasn’t time for people to
think. Only to run! . . . The waves crashed violently towards everything!
Water was tumbling from the tip of the buildings.
Tentacles emerging through the water. The sea shook crazily and shakily. Panic and fear were
the only thing that filled the town.
The octopus was ferocious.
He was horrifying and terrifying. The tentacles fled everywhere with anger.
One on the right and another on left. The monster was out of control! Raging madness shook in
the octopus.
No-one really knew why, but there was nothing to do other than run for their lives!
It lasted for days, weeks, months and many years. Rising through the water, crushing, breaking
and ripping everything in sight.

CHAPTER 2: STILL AS A STATUE

Until, one day EVERYTHING was still. Absolutely still.
No more raging madness, wild tentacles and fierce voices from the fuming octopus.
Only it wasn’t a normal octopus. It was a vicious, enraged, frantic, massive octopus creature. It
was the first one anybody had ever seen. Also, the most terrifying and the biggest monster ever
discovered. It was the most frightening thing in the world.
Small children thought it was just magic. Researchers thought it was an octopus that ate
something it wasn’t supposed to eat and it turned all furious and massive. A small little boy in
this town believed in magic and fantasy and thinks the kids are correct. He did not think much
about scientific answers because he thinks magic and fantasy is a much more enjoyable thing.
Nobody knew who was true, but they were in terror. Anxiety filled them all and horror was
tumbling towards them.
The small boy, named Alex loved drawing. If it included art, he would be interested in it straight
away. He has won lots of drawing competitions and was very delighted when they announced
him as the winner.
He was an amazing painter and his best one was this painting of a beautiful, magical place with
fresh plants and tons of forests.
He grew up to be a lovely young man and he always would look and touch his painting each
morning. As he felt his favorite drawing one Saturday morning his hand suddenly went into the
painting, taking his whole body along with him.

CHAPTER 3: MAGICAL PLACE

He was not surprised at all though, because he has always waited for this moment. He has
waited for a moment that magic would appear in his life. He has waited and waited since he was
3 to now.
Now when he was a young man. As he landed with a thumping noise on the ground, he knew at
once that he was inside the picture.
Even though he was a grown up man, he felt completely safe and excited to be in an actual
magical place; unlike other men and women that would scream for help and be baffled when
inside the painting.

Since he was a big stripling, he has got a job and became a researcher. He has researched about
this monster for ages until he found an answer. The only answer to get rid of this disgusting
creature is to be his master. Unfortunately, he did not want to control some big slimy
uncontrollable freak!
So he looked around for a second solution. Then it hit him! Alex would look for some kind of
ingredient (he can tell what the plant can do by its appearance) to get this slippery, purple
creature out of their way. He searched on his right but there were only some small grass and
flowers with butterfly’s collecting pollen from there. His left side was not much help either.
There was just trees, more grass, mountains, stones, helpful plant, shrubs, soil, dirt, fallen tree
bark and other boring stuff. Immediately, he turned around. He was sure he had just saw a
helpful plant that could be very useful to make the octopus disappear!
He snatched it up rapidly and placed it carefully in his pocket. Then, as it normally happens in
kid’s stories; a portal appeared and Alex, the brave, young man jumped into it before it closed.

CHAPTER 4: BACK HOME

Going back to his research, he went to the page where it clearly said “This plant can destroy the
lives of any type of evil species”. After that he went to another website where it said “This
horrid creature has come from The Enchanted World of Monsters. He was so proud that he
went to making his special potion in immediate action.
It was August that day and the air was crisp and cool. The wind was fresh but chilly.
All of a sudden an immense roar shook the ground. Then the roar lowered to a rumble. “Crash!”
People started screaming straight away. Eight slithery tentacles rose from the waters. It
furiously emerged and made massive splashes. Luckily, Alex knew what he was up to. This new
creature wanted to scare everyone out of the town and stay there as his home. Also, he had the
potion that he made earlier. He ran towards him, stepping on the leaves and snapping twigs on
the ground. But then he stopped. There was one problem.
He forgot to put the small plant in the potion! To keep the monster away for now, he thought of
a brilliant idea. This monster was an octopus and octopuses live in the ocean which was filled
with water; and the enemy to water was fire! He grabbed the broken sticks that he snapped to
pieces and made a fire rapidly.
After a few moments he held the fire out to the trouble-making creature.

“Me not like that!” the monster boomed. It shocked Alex that he could talk. But it had very bad
grammar. “Me take over city!” it boomed again. “Go away!” the octopus shouted to them
angrily. Silence. “Me come back later” it bellowed once again.

CHAPTER 5: PROBLEMS STARTING AGAIN

After an echoing noise of the monsters booming voice, a puff of black smoke filled the air as it
disappeared. As he ran back to his laboratory, the fresh air started coming back. Alex was
relived. Not very long afterwards, the plant has dissolved into the potion mixture. Also, the
exactly same time the horrible creature came back. In immediate action, he splashed the liquid
onto the monster which suddenly became a very bad move. Instead of disappearing or turning
into dust, he turned much bigger and stronger and more evil than any type of species. This was
their worst nightmare. People started shrieking and running away and buildings crumpled to
dust. Being extremely worried, Alex sprinted towards his computer immediately.
Going back to the website where it talked about the plant, he noticed that he had been reading
a children’s book. And it was a fiction story!
It was a story that his mum that she read to him when he was little! He only chose that website
because it looked familiar and used it. But he couldn’t stay there forever. The monster was
approaching his lab right now! Worriedly and rapidly, he typed onto a website and searched
how to stop the monster, but it was no use.
Then a magnificent idea struck hit him like lightning.
He would pretend to be wicked and evil and all that, tell the monster he is his master and them
demand him to go to another universe and do his stuff there and never return. He was sure that
his plan would work.
It was right next to certain. Having all the hope he ever had, he got out of his lab and shouted
towards the monster how he was very evil and wanted to take over a place with him.
The giant monster, not knowing he was falling into Alex’s plan, stopped and listened. “All you
need to do is to go to a very far universe, stay there forever and do your thing there” Alex
tricked the octopus.

CHAPTER 6: NEVER RETURNING

Alex was already joyfully thinking about the end of this terrible monster. He was very eager to
get rid of this monster, causing mischief.
And if his plan worked, it would mean that the monster would be gone and if that was gone, it
would mean that The Enchanted World of Monsters would never exist ever again. Everyone was
trembling with fear. Everyone except Alex of course.
Just as he expected, the monster turned into a thick, black mist when leaving, but much
blackened and bigger (because the monster has turned bigger too).
Instantly, the smoke cleared and a huge mountain of ash appeared before them. An echo was
still coming towards them that reminded him of the monsters evil voice and plan. At the same
time , beautiful smells rose from bakery’s, cars wheels were bumping on the road, children were
playing around and chasing butterflies, small pets were having a walk, stalls were open and best
of all no big, ferocious and evil octopus monster appearing and making everyone’s life
miserable. That was the end of the frightful monster and the city has now turned into a peaceful
one again.
The End.
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